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Main findings
Teachers find giving process support important
To avoid the ‘teacher bandwidth’ problem, also 
provide support through fellow student: peers

  
Essence of the approach
1. student has and posts content question
2. using Latent Semantic Analysis, the system determines
1. most relevant text fragments and courses
2. the most suitable peers to answer the question
3. the system sets up a wiki with the question, text fragments
4. the system invites tutee and peer tutors (ad hoc transient 
community)
5. the students try to arrive at a satisfactory answer
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Collaboration
Suitable peers are selected, based on
content competence (completed unit in question?)
availability (past workload?)
eligibility (joint zone of proximal development?)
They are invited to join a wiki
This group we call an ‘ad hoc, transient 
community’
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Experimental Test on Efficiency and 
Effectiveness 
(dissertation Peter van Rosmalen) 
  
Set-up 
over 100 students, 8 weeks free course on basic 
Internet skills, run at the OUNL
2 groups, one in which students were picked using 
LSA, one in which they were allotted randomly
data from server logs, student questionnaire and 
expert opinions
  
First Quantitative Results
about 80 out of 100 students participated actively
about 100 questions posed, 80% of which solved
in the LSA  group
more questions were posed (59 vs 42) and answered 
(53/59 vs 29/42)
fewer second invitations were needed
questions were answered almost twice as fast
answers were rated higher (4.0 vs 3.4, 5-point scale)
  
First Qualitative Results
Inspection of wikis taught us that students did not 
get it right, they imposes a forum structure on it.
Better instruction is needed if you want a wiki
A forum is more personal even if less efficient
Students want access to all, not just their own, 
question-answer pairs
  
Further questions
Do we need incentive structures, if so, which?
altruistic behaviour is easily destroyed (MacLure)
Can we use ad hoc transient communities to 
create a social structure in online communities?
particularly for so-called Learning Networks, which are 
maximally heterogeneous, this matters
Will a synchronous variant, using instant 
messaging work?
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